2020 Awards - Quick
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Please
Note:

Completion of this survey is NOT considered a complete Awards Nomination submission. You will still need
to fill out the complete Nomination form.
Nomination form links can be found at http://www.strategic-alliances.org/?page=aea_submit
* 1. Please check below to verify you have read the above information.
This question requires an answer.
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SUBMITTER
INFORMATION:

There are many innovative and transformational alliances, partner programs, and best practices that
deserve award recognition every year. We want to hear about your successes. Provide us the highlights on
the Quick Form and we will get back to you in a week about how your submission matches up to the
awards criteria.
After the Quick Form pre-screen, to go forward with a submission for an Alliance Excellence Award, you
are required to complete the standard, long form for the award category that you choose to submit. Keep in
mind, only complete, long form submissions will be considered by the Awards Committee for review.
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2. Your Name:

3. Your Title:

4. Your Company:

5. Your Telephone Number:

6. Your Email Address:

7. Awards Category of Interest
Alliance for Corporate Social Responsibility
Alliance Program Excellence
Individual Alliance Excellence
Innovative Best Alliance Practice

8. What outcomes will you highlight in your submission (e.g., innovation, market growth, revenue
attainment, …)?

9. What unique, different or noteworthy aspects of the alliance, program or best practices prompted
you to submit for this award?

10. What alliance practices were implemented, developed or improved?
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11. Briefly list anything else you want us to know (optional):
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Thank
you!

Thank you for your interest in the 2020 Alliance Excellence Awards. Based on the info you provided, an
Awards committee member may reach out to you for more information. If you have any questions, please
contact Dede Haas at 703-448-1710 or dhaas@strategic-alliances.org
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